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The article contains the installation description, experimental procedure, and re-
sults for the catalytic partial oxidation reformer/catalyst burner/heat-exchanger 
module. Mathematical modeling for all major blocks temperatures dependence on 
the reformer air supply ratio was carried out. In the air supply ratio range un-
der study the model was verified using experimental data. The model was further 
practically used for the solid oxide fuel cells power unit automatic control modes 
development. The partial oxidation reforming solid oxide fuel cells power unit 
characteristics were evaluated. 
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Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) power units are actively developed in many countries 
today. These units have high efficiency up to 70% and are environmentally safe [1, 2]. Any 
hydrocarbon convertible into a synthesis gas can be used as fuel. Furthermore, quite high oper-
ation temperatures 750-900 °C allow these units to be implemented in hybrid SOFC-gas turbine 
systems [3, 4]. The research and development of the SOFC power unit with catalytic partial 
oxidation (CPOX) reformer is challenging as there are many blocks influencing each other’s 
thermal conditions in the system. Therefore, its mathematical modelling for the temperatures of 
all major blocks and overall energy balance needs to be carried out on an experimental basis.

Experimental procedure
To ensure the SOFC operation in the 2 kW power unit, the CPOX reformer/burner/

heat-exchanger module (hereinafter the module) is used. Frequent starts and shutdowns of the 
module with stacks mounted in different modes can damage the SOFC stack due to the large 
number of thermal cycles. To have an opportunity to explore the module modes of operation 
and to assess their impact on the stacks of fuel cells, the module separate tests were carried out.

The synthesis gas was derived by the reaction of methane partial oxidation, eq. (1), in 
which αref is the reformer air supply ratio is in the range from the carbon deposition boundary to 
0.7 depending on the reaction temperature and natural gas composition:
 CH4 + 0.5О2 + 0.5·3.76·N2 = СО + 2H2 + 0.5·3.76·N2 (1)

* Corresponding author, e-mail: gibridsofc@gmail.com
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The reaction of methane partial oxidation can be quite easily implemented in the nick-
el catalyst bed at temperatures of 500-900 °С.

The aim of this experimental study was to obtain the dependence of all major Mod-
ule temperatures on the reformer air supply ratio and evaluate the partial oxidation reforming 
SOFC power unit energy characteristics.

For this study, the test facility with the Module and the cooler which was mounted 
instead of the fuel cells stack were used.

The test facility consisted of the following blocks, fig. 1:
 – automated control system,
 – gas treatment block (dust and sulfur removal, gases pressure, and flow rate maintenance),
 – gas-air mixture preheating heat exchanger upstream the partial oxidation reformer,
 – preheating heat exchanger for SOFC stack cathode air, and
 – ring shaped natural gas partial oxidation reformer coupled with the circular catalytic burner, 

the same as the one used by Chang et al. [5] without fins in the reformer and burner. 
The absence of fins is due to the fact that the reaction of eq. (1) is exothermic and there 

is no point in the burner-reformer heat exchange intensification.
 – cooler which cools and directs the synthesis gas from the reformer to the burner for the 

subsequent oxidation by the cathode air, it also cools the flow in the burner as there is a high 
heat flux from the burner to the cooler through the metal plate, and

 – exhaust gases removal block.
In the experiments, the natural gas from cylinders, which had previously been pu-

rified from sulfur compounds in the desulfurization filter with NaA zeolite, was used as fuel. 
The natural gas was supplied at a pressure of 0.1-0.2 MPa, which was regulated by switch 
panel with a reducer. After purification from sulphur compounds and dust, the natural gas 

was fed into the heat exchang-
er mixing with the filtered air. 
Then, the resulting gas-air mix-
ture was heated by the burner 
exhaust gases and fed to the re-
former. The resulting synthesis 
gas downstream the reformer 
was fed to the cooler and then 
to the catalytic burner where it 
was combusted together with 
the heat exchanger pre-heated 
cathode air. Due to the absence 
of fuel cells stacks, the synthesis 
gas was still rich of combustible 
components. Therefore, it was 
necessary to cool the synthesis 
gas and the flow in the burner to 
reduce the burner exhaust gases 
temperature. The burner exhaust 
gases were then directed into the 
heat exchanger, in which they 
transferred heat to the gas-air 
mixture and cathode air.
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Figure 1. The CPOX reformer/burner/heat-exchanger module 
and cooler test facility schematics; t1, t2, t3, t4, t5 – temperatures 
in the corresponding points, Gair_cath – air-flow fed to the burner 
(coincides with the cathode air flow), Gair_ref – air-flow fed to the 
reformer, В – natural gas-flow fed to the reformer, Gair_bur – air 
flow additionally fed to the burner bypassing the reformer and 
cooler, Gng_bur – natural gas-flow fed to the burner by-passing 
the reformer and cooler
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Two series-connected blowers Domel, not shown in fig. 1, were used for the air sup-
ply, the air was fed to a receiver to reduce possible pressure pulsations. The series connection 
of the blowers allowed to increasing their resulting pressure. From the receiver the air with the 
required flow rates was fed to the three air channels: the cathode channel, the reformer path, 
and straight to the burner for cooling. The PID controllers were used for the air-flow regulation.

Temperature measurement was performed by Cr/Al thermocouples, a relative er-
ror of which was ±1.5% when measuring temperatures up to 375 °C, and at temperatures of  
375-1000 °C – the error was ±0.004%. Honeywell Company industrial flow meters were used 
to measure air, and natural gas-flow. For air-flow in the cathode channel HAFUHT0300L4AXT 
model flow meter was used with a measuring range up to 300 l/min and a relative precision of 
±0,5%. For natural gas-flow rate to the burner and reformer measurement AWM720P1 model 
flow meter was used with a measuring range up to 200 l/min and a relative accuracy of ±0,35%. 
Calibration of the flow meters prior to testing was performed by the volumetric method.

Supervisory control and data acquisition from the thermocouples and flow meters 
were organized using industrial SCADA Simplight system, data archiving was carried out with 
a period of 5 seconds. Continuous recording of parameters and flow rates control was displayed 
in the screen mnemonic diagram connected to the control system.

To reduce the wall losses the power unit casing was insulated with sheets of mineral 
wool, which were shielded outside with metal plates.

In accordance with the manufacturer requirements, the SOFC stacks should be heated 
no faster than 1-4 °C per minute, so when performing the experiments the reformer heating 
speed was limited.

Warming up of the reformer to the operating temperature was carried out in the fol-
lowing way. Initially, the natural gas at the flow rate of 0.7 l/min and air at the flow rate of 12 l/min 
were fed to the burner bypassing the reformer (excess air ratio was α ≈ 1.8), after the gas-air 
mixture ignition in 15-20 minutes stable catalytic combustion was achieved and the flow rates 
were gradually increased in accordance with the required heating speed.

The nickel in the NiO was reduced to the active metal form by the flow of nitrogen and 
hydrogen, 95% N2/5% H2, at an initial start-up [6].

Since there could be oxygen in the reformer at the subsequent start-up which could 
cause nickel reoxidation at temperatures above 200 °C [7], when the reformer temperature level 
reached 100 °C a mixture of shielding gases, 95% N2/5% H2, was fed to the reformer at the flow 
rate of 2 l/min during the whole period of start-up.

After reaching the temperature of t3 = 550 °C the gas-air mixture was fed to the reform-
er instead of the safety gases. The natural gas-flow rate was initially maintained at 0.5 l/min in 
order to ensure the gas-air mixture proper heating in the heat exchanger and thereby avoid soot 
formation at the reformer entrance. The reformer air supply ratio at a temperature below 600 °C 
was maintained above 0.7. After reaching the temperature of t3 = 600 °C, the burner natural gas 
supply valve was blocked and the burner was switched into the mode synthesis gas combustion. 
In the experiments, the change αref was carried out by changing the amount of air in the gas-air 
mixture. The range of the reformer air supply ratio variation is rather small: a decrease below 
0.45 could cause the soot formation hazard in the catalyst layer, since the reformer operation 
range is 600-750 °C. The increase above 0.55 resulted in low concentrations of combustibles in 
the synthesis gas. The regime was considered attained if there had been no temperature change 
of more than 2% within 2 hours. To determine if the thermodynamic equilibrium of reactions 
inside the reformer existed the synthesis gas samples were taken and analyzed with the Chro-
matek Crystal 5000.1 chromatograph. Absolute error of measurement for the mixture compo-
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nents: CH4 = 0.3%, H2 = 0.23%, CO = 0.05%, CO2 = 0.6%. For the gas analysis error reduction 
the sample was taken two times at each point, the analysis of each sample in the chromatograph 
was also carried out two times. Sampling was done in each mode for all experiments.

The exhaust gases composition downstream the burner and hence the combustion 
completeness were monitored in real-time mode with the TESTO Term 330-2LL flue gas ana-
lyzer. Data from the TESTO Term 303 device was recorded with a period of 1 second and then 
automatically merged with the SCADA files. Analysis of the exhaust gases composition was 
carried out for the following components: CO, NO, O2 (CO2 – calculation using O2). Error in 
the measuring of O2  ± 0.2 vol.%, СО  ± 10 ppm (0...200 ppm), NO ± 5  ppm (0...3000 ppm).

The Module is a part of the power unit and once the SOFC stacks are mounted it can 
generate up to 2 kW of electricity in an automatic mode. At low SOFC fuel utilization rates the 
anode gas downstream the SOFC stacks combustion may overheat the catalytic burner above 
1200 °C, which is dangerous for the materials used. In such situations, the additional air-flow is 
fed to the burner bypassing the reformer without impairing the stack operation mode to protect 
the catalytic burner. 

When planning experiments two modes were identified according to the SOFC power 
unit operation which were mathematically modelled and experimentally studied:
 – Basic operating mode. The operation, in which there are no additional flows fed to the 

burner bypassing the reformer (neither natural gas, nor air), the gas-air mixture is fed to the 
reformer according to αref, the preheated cathode air is fed to the burner for the synthesis 
gas combustion.

 – Low power operating mode characterized by the high reformer fed natural gas-flow and 
low SOFC fuel utilization rates. The operation, in which the air is fed to the burner for 
its cooling bypassing the reformer, the gas-air mixture is fed to the reformer according to 
αref, the preheated cathode air is fed to the burner for the synthesis gas combustion. This 
mode will be short, its duration depends on how fast the system reaches the equilibrium 
after the natural gas-flow rate to the reformer reduction when the SOFC stacks load is 
decreasing.

Mathematical modeling of the SOFC power unit CPOX  
reformer/burner/heat-exchanger module 

Since the SOFC stacks should be heated to the required temperature level, ≈600 °C, 
before operation, one of the most important parameters is the preheated cathode air temperature 
t2 downstream the heat exchanger. The gas-air mixture temperature t1 downstream the heat 
exchanger is equally important as in case of the mixture insufficient heating the free carbon 
can be deposited in the lower half of the reformer damaging the equipment and impairing its 
operation. The reformer air supply ratio αref is significant for the power unit control system as it 
determines the resulting synthesis gas composition and hence the SOFC voltage. With the help 
of mathematical modeling the influence of αref on t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5 temperatures was studied in 
order to develop the SOFC power unit automatic control system.

The module engineering mathematical model input data are: fuel type, test facility 
schematics, the actual design characteristics of heating surfaces, and the air- and natural gas- 
-flow rates for each experiment.

The following standpoints and assumptions were made in the engineering model.
 – The simulation basis is the equations of heat balances and heat transfer, for all elements of 

the system. The calculation is carried out consecutively downstream the flow of fuel, re-
former and cathode channel fed air, synthesis gas, and combustion products. 
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 – For the heat transfer calculation between the burner and reformer the empirical equations 
are used for Al2O3 spherical particles stationary blown granular bed obtained in [8]

 0.79Nu 0.17 Re=  (2)
 – For the heat transfer calculation in the heat exchangers the empirical equations are used for 

every flow regime and surface type according to [9, 10].
 – Total losses through the thermal insulation are represented by the reformer wall losses 

Qref
wall and the cooler wall losses Qwall

cooler. These two parameters are obtained empirically  
[11, 12].

The resulting conceptual engineering model consists of six equations with six vari-
ables: t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, and tup.

The first eq. (3) represents the equilibrium between the energy for the gas-air mixture 
heating and the heat transferred from the exhaust gases to the mixture in the heat exchanger:
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 1 0ng_ref ng, 1 ng, 0 air_ref air, 1 air, 0 he,ref he,ref 1t t t tM c t c t M c t c t F k t   − + − =  ∆    (3)

The second eq. (4) allows to find the cathode air temperature downstream the heat 
exchanger, t2, and represents the equilibrium between the energy for the cathode air heating and 
the heat transferred from the exhaust gases to the cathode air in the heat-exchanger: 

 ( ) ( )2 0air _ cath air, 2 air, 0 he,cath he,cath 2t tM c t c t F k t − = ∆   (4)

The third eq. (5) is the balance between the heat received by the cathode air and gas-
air mixture and the heat emitted by the exhaust gases:

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 0 1 0

2 0 4 5

ng_ref ng, 1 ng, 0 air_ref air, 1 air, 0

air _ cath air, 2 air, 0 exh exh, 4 exh, 5

c t t t t

t t t t

M t c t M c t c t

M c t c t M c t c t

   − + − +   
   + − = −      (5)

The fourth eq. (6) allows to find the synthesis gas temperature downstream the re-
former, t3, taking into account the partial oxidation reaction heat in the reformer Qref, the reform-
er wall losses Qref

wall land the burner to reformer heat transfer:
 ( ) ( )3 1

ref
mix mix, 3 mix, 1 wref re allf ref reft tM c t c t F k t Q Q − = + −∆ 

 (6)

where Qref is calculated as a function of the reformer air supply ratio using the expression from [13]:
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The fifth eq. (8) allows to find the flow temperature in the upper part of the burner, 
tup, taking into account the synthesis gas catalytic combustion, the synthesis gas and cathode 
air sensible heat, and the cooler insulation heat losses accounted for a high heat flux from the 
burner to the cooler through the metal plate:
 ( ) ( )up

ng sg air _ cath cooler
exh exh, up ng_ref LHV ref phys phys wallc tM t B Q Q Q Q Q= − + + −  (8)

Due to the absence of fuel cells stacks and, thus, the synthesis gas oxidation in them, 
the synthesis gas combustible components concentrations are still high so as the synthesis gas 
combustion velocity. Therefore, its burning completes in the catalyst upper layers and the vast 
amount of generated heat is directed into the cooler through the metal plate. Given the catalyst 
upper layers are close to the burner inlet, the flow temperature in the upper part of the burner, 
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tup, can be considered significant for the burner to reformer heat transfer calculation in terms of 
defining the temperature difference.

The sixth eq. (9) allows to find the flow temperature downstream the burner, t4, taking 
into account the burner to reformer heat transfer:
 ( ) ( )up 4exh exh, up exh, 4 ref ref refc ct tM t t F k t − = ∆  

 (9)

Using the equations set (3)-(9) power unit operation in various modes can be mod-
elled.

This equations set was solved using PTC Mathcad Prime 3.1 [14].

Experimental results

The experimental data on temperatures and flow rates for all tests in the basic op-
eration mode are shown in tab. 1. The calculated and experimental data on the synthesis gas 
composition for this mode are shown in tab. 2. The calculated values are represented on a dry 
gas basis.

Table 1. Values t2, t3, t4, t5, Gair_cath, αref , and temperature deviation from 
calculated values ∆t obtained in the basic operation mode for tests 1-3

No. 
test

Gair_cath 
[lmin–1] αref t2, [°С] ∆t2, 

[%] t3, [°С] ∆t3, 
[%] t4, [°С] ∆t4, 

[%] t5, [°С] ∆t5, [%]

1 24 0.45 597.1 5.66 603.6 4.67 705.2 0.91 150.1 15.7
2 24.1 0.48 575.3 5.70 606.5 1.35 702.7 2.38 145.0 16.0
3 25.8 0.54 542.1 7.86 610.8 4.85 662.2 4.14 178.2 10.2

Table 2. Calculated (CC) and experimental (Exp) synthesis gas composition values obtained 
in the basic operation mode for tests 1-3 and deviation from calculated values (Dev)

αref

СО2 [%] СО [%] Н2 [%] СН4 [%]

Exp CC Dev Exp CC Dev Exp CC Dev Exp CC Dev

0.45 5.35 7.0 23.6 10.1 7.5 34.7 24.2 21.4 13.1 0.56 1.67 66.5

0.48 4.40 7.3 39.7 10.3 6.9 49.3 23.9 20.3 17.7 0.44 1.25 64.8

0.54 6.16 8.0 23.0 6.00 5.6 7.14 17.3 17.8 2.81 0.33 0.74 55.4

Results and discussion

Analysis of the synthesis gas composition on the components balance basis shows 
that carbon deposition takes place in tests 1 and 2. The calculated carbon deposition for the 
temperature of 600 °C is equal to 0.42, which is close enough to the actual αref values in tests 1 
and 2. As the temperature gradient is present in the reformer catalyst bed, the flow temperature 
near the reformer outer wall is obviously lower than the average flow temperature in the same 
reformer cross-section which causes the soot formation by the reaction: 2СО = С + СО2. The 
same carbon deposition zone encounter is described in the article [15, 16]. In addition, the 
calculated methane concentration is almost twice as high as the actual one for all tests which is 
accounted for the fact that the reformer inlet temperature is at the level of 680-700 °C, therefore 
a greater amount of methane reacted.

To evaluate the feasibility of the proposed engineering model the calculation results 
were compared with the experimental data obtained in the basic operating mode.
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While modeling for all major blocks temperatures dependence on the reformer air 
supply ratio αref the following parameters were used:
 – the cathode air-, and natural gas-flow rates in tests 1-3 held almost constant, tab. 1; there-

fore, the average values of these parameters were used, namely Gair_cath= 24.63 [L/min],  
Вng_ref = 2.17 [L/min], and

 – the reformer air supply ratio αref changed from 0.4 to 0.55 in increments of 0.01 during 
calculation.

From the fig. 2 it is evident that the cal-
culated values correlate well with the experi-
mental ones for tests 1 and 2, tab. 1. As for the 
test 3 where αref = 0.54, the deviation of results 
is greater and is probably accounted for the 
soot formation in tests 1 and 2 due to the oper-
ation at the carbon deposition boundary which 
has affected the synthesis gas compositions 
in these tests and the CO concentration in-
creased. All temperatures of the module except 
the synthesis gas temperature downstream the 
reformer decrease with rising air supply ratio 
αref. It is accounted for increasing the amount 
of oxygen reacted with the natural gas and 
heat generation in the reformer and, hence, 
decreasing the amount of combustibles in the 
synthesis gas [17]. Besides, since the natural gas and cathode air-flow rates remain constant the 
reformer fed air-flow rate increases so as the burner exhaust gases mass-flow rate.

The engineering model allows to calculate quite well all the module tempera-
tures dependence on the reformer air supply ratio for the given experiments enabling us to 
recommend it for automatic control programs development and the power unit operation 
analysis.

The SOFC power unit characteristics evaluation  
(the module and two SOFC stacks)

To assess the partial oxidation reforming SOFC power unit characteristics with the 
module described in the section Experimental procedure and SOFC stacks, consist of planar 
cells, the calculations were made on the basis of the experiment and data provided by the man-
ufacturer of the SOFC stacks (SOFCMAN, China). The stacks contain elements with dimen-
sions of 0.15 × 0.15 m, with a supporting anode of Ni-YSZ. The stack temperature operational 
range is 700-800 °C, current operational range 0-27.5 A, minimum cell voltage OCV (open 
circuit voltage) is 0.7 V, the minimum SOFC stack voltage is 28 V, [18]. The synthesis gas was 
derived from methane under the following conditions: partial oxidation with air according to 
reaction of eq. (1), the reforming temperature was 700 °C, the nickel based catalyst was used 
αref = 0.4 – 0.5. The methane-flow rate was maintained at 4  L/min. The experimental V-I curve 
of a single SOFC stack is given in fig. 3. The SOFC fuel utilization rate at the current of 20 A 
for a single stack was 58%, and gross power efficiency η = Nelectric / (BrefQLHV) = 19%. The single 
cell voltage decreased from 0.89-0.56 V with increasing the current. From the V-I curve, fig. 
3, the average resistance (AR) of the stack at different currents was obtained using the linear-
ization method, fig. 4, [19, 20]. The figure shows that at currents of up to 2.5 A the AR is quite 
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high which is accounted for the activation losses 
while in the range from 5-20 A the resistance is 
approximately 0.5 ohm.

The following conditions were used for 
the SOFC power unit characteristics evaluation:
 – number of the SOFC stacks in the hot box:  

        2 pcs,
 – stacks electrical connection: series,
 – single SOFC stack current is 10 А,
 – the methane-flow rate is 4 L/min,
 – reformer air supply ratio αref = 0,45,
 – fuel utilization rate is 63%, and
 – power output is 520 W.

For these conditions the power unit of two 
SOFC stacks and module efficiency is 22%. Ob-
viously, the total losses through the thermal insu-
lation will be significant, because in Module two 
exothermic reactions are coupled in contrast to 
the units with steam reforming, where exother-
mic and endothermic reactions are coupled. Fig-
ure 5 depicts a diagram, which shows that 66% 
of fuel chemical energy will be turned into heat 
in the reformer and burner, which is accounted 
for the relatively moderate fuel utilization rate 
and air supply ratio αref, used in simulation. The 
rest amount of heat, 293 W, is generated in the 
stacks as the cell reaction enthalpy change and 
Joule heat. The remaining fuel chemical energy 
is used in the form of electricity by a load.

Conclusions

 y The module tests indicate its feasibili-
ty in all operating modes albeit the short-term 
soot formation. The synthesis gas composition 
downstream the reformer is almost equal to the 
thermodynamically-equilibrium one. 

 y The created engineering model allows to 
decently simulate the module heat exchange 
processes for given inlet flow rates which can be 
used for the new SOFC power units design and 
their automatic control programs development. 

 y The module temperatures dependence on 
the reformer air supply ratio was studied. All 
temperatures of the module t1, t2, t4, t5 but for 
the synthesis gas temperature downstream the 
reformer t3 decrease with rising air supply ra-
tio αref from 0.4-0.55. It is accounted for the re-
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former heat generation and the exhaust gases mass-flow rate increase and the burner heat 
generation decrease. 

 y The SOFC power unit of two stacks and the module characteristics were evaluated for the 
current of 10 A and the methane-flow rate of 4 L/min. 

Nomenclature
AR   – average resistance, [ohm]
c   – specific heat per unit mass, [Jkg–1K–1]
d   – diameter, [m]
Fhe,cath   – cathode air preheating heat exchanger  

  tubes outer surface area,  
  (= nh nhe,cath  π dext L), [m2]

Fhe,ref   – gas-air mixture preheating heat  
  exchanger tubes outer surface area,  
  (= nhnhe,ng πdext L), [m2]

Fref    – reformer inner tube outer surface area,  
  [m2]

I   – enthalpy, [Jmol–1]
khe,cath   – exhaust gases to cathode air heat transfer  

  coefficient in the cathode air preheating  
  heat exchanger, [=1 / (1 / αcath + 1 / αexh)],  
  [Wm–2K–1]

khe,ref   – exhaust gases to gas-air mixture heat  
  transfer coefficient in the gas-air mixture  
  preheating heat exchanger,  
  [= 1 / (1 / αmix + 1 / αexh)], [Wm–2K–1]

kref   – burner to reformer heat transfer  
  coefficient, [Wm–2K–1]

L   – tube length, [m]
Mair_cath – cathode air mass-flow rate,  

  (= Gair_cath ρair), [kgs–1]
Mair_ref   – mass-flow rate upstream the reformer,  

  (= Gair_ref ρair), [kgs–1]
Mex h   – exhaust gases mass-flow rate,  

  (= Mng_ref + Mair_ref  + Mair_cath), [kgs–1]
Mmix   – gas-air mixture mass-flow rate upstream  

  the reformer, (= Mng_ref  + Mair_ref), [kgs–1]
Mng_ref   – natural gas mass-flow rate upstream the  

  reformer, (= Bng_ref ρng), [kgs–1]
Mox   − actual amount of oxidizer, [mol]
M st

ox   − amount of oxidizer stoichiometrically  
  required for complete oxidation, [mol];

Nelectric  – net power output, [W]
Nu   – Nusselt number (= αδ / κ), [–]
n   – number of tubes [–]
Q   – heat flux (sensible heat, heat losses,   

  reaction heat), [W]
Qng

LHV   – natural gas low heating value (the only  
  exception for Q), [Jm–3]

Qphys
air–cath – cathode air sensible heat upstream the  

  burner, (= Mair_cath cair t2), [W]
Qsg

phys   – synthesis gas sensible heat upstream the  
  burner, (= Mmix csg t3), [W]

Re   – Reynolds number (= υδ / n), [–]

t   – temperature, [°C]
Δt1   – gas-air mixture preheating 

  heat exchanger logarithmic  
  mean temperature difference,  
  {= [(t5 – t0) – (t4 – t1)] / [ln(t5 – t0) / (t4 – t1)]},  
  [°C]

Δt2   – cathode air preheating heat exchanger  
  logarithmic mean temperature difference,  
  {= [(t5 – t0) – (t4 – t2)] / [ln(t5 – t0) / (t4 – t2)]},  
  [°C]

Δtref   – coupled reactor (burner and reformer)  
  logarithmic mean temperature difference,  
  {= [(tup – t3) – (t4 – t1)] / [ln(tup – t3) / (t4 – t1)]},  
  [°C]

Greek symbols

α   – surface heat exchange coefficient, 
  [Wm–2K–1]

αref   – reformer air supply ratio (the only  
  exception for α), (= Mox

 / M st
ox ), [–]

δ   – characteristic dimension, [m]
κ   – fluid thermal conductivity, [Wm–1K–1]
µng   – natural gas molar mass, [kgmol–1]
ν   – fluid kinematic viscosity, [m2s–1]
ρ   – density, [kgm–3]
υ   – flow speed, [ms–1]

Subscripts and superscripts

air    – air
cath    – cathode flow
cooler   – module cooler
electric   – power unit electric part
exh    – exhaust gases
h    – heightwise
he    – heat exchanger
mix    – gas-air mixture 
ng    – natural gas
ox    – oxidizer
phys    – sensible (heat) 
ref   – reformer
sg    – synthesis gas
wall    – losses through the wall
0    – ambient parameter
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, up – module flows as per fig 1.

Acronym

LHV   – low heating value
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